MA Art Residency Program Materials/Packing List

- Palette (paper, glass or wood)
- Palette knife
- Canvas and/or panel supports (approximately 11×14, 12×16 but no bigger than 18×24). Smooth surface is recommended, and additional surfaces may be supplemented.
- Acrylic gesso for priming
- 2-3 inch painter’s brush or foam brush for application of gesso
- Two containers with lids for medium use/storage
- Brushes (assortment of sizes, soft natural or synthetic hair filbert or flat brushes)
- Oil paint (pack in luggage or send to Ireland in advance)
- Drawing tools
  - Sketch book (medium size or bigger sketch pad recommend), pencil, charcoal, sharpener, pink pearl eraser, kneaded eraser, chamois cloth, and vine charcoal
- Sculpting tools
- Good hiking shoes and rain gear for outdoor hikes/walks

Gamsol, linseed oil, liquid mediums and other supplies may be purchased at art supply stores near the Academy. Easels will be provided.